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Abstract. Feedback processes are thought to solve some of the long-standing issues
of the numerical modelling of galaxy formation: over-cooling, low angular momentum,
massive blue galaxies, extra-galactic enrichment, etc. The accretion of gas onto super-
massive black holes in the centre of massive galaxies can release tremendous amounts
of energy to the surrounding medium. We show, with cosmological Adaptive Mesh
Refinement simulations, how the growth of black holes is regulated by the feedback
from Active Galactic Nuclei using a new dual jet/heating mechanism. We discuss how
this large amount of feedback is able to modify the cold baryon content of galaxies, and
perturb the properties of the hot plasma in their vicinity.
1. Introduction
It is now well accepted that galaxies host super-massive Black Holes (BHs) in their
centres that can potentially power large-scale outflows. Observations show tight rela-
tionships between the BH mass and their host galaxy properties (Magorrian et al. 1998).
Silk & Rees (1998) have proposed that the energy liberated by the accretion mechanism
onto BHs is sufficient enough to unbind galactic gas and trigger strong outflows. This
AGN feedback mechanism is confirmed by a large body of evidence through the detec-
tion of X-ray cavities and radio jets in galaxy clusters, and Broad Absorption Lines in
the spectra of QSOs.
Numerical simulations of galaxy formation suffer from the overcooling problem:
too much gas can collapse during a Hubble time and lead galaxies that are too massive
and produce too many stars. Semi-analytical models of galaxy formation on top of
Dark Matter (DM) only simulations have been successful at fitting the bright-end part
of the luminosity function of galaxies if they include an efficient AGN feedback process
(Bower et al. 2006).
In Dubois et al. (2011a) we proposed a dual jet/heating mechanism for AGN feed-
back together with its BH growth. This is the first time for hydro cosmological sim-
ulations using the Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR) technique with the RAMSES
1
2code (Teyssier 2002). We review in this paper the main results obtained from these
simulations.
2. AGN feedback model
We recall in short the main features and parameters of our model for AGN feedback
which are given in more detail in Dubois et al. (2011a).
We assume an initial seed mass of 105 M⊙ for each BH formed in the centre of a
galaxy with sufficient gas density ρ > ρ0 and stars with a stellar fraction fs = ρs/(ρs +
ρ) > 0.25. We ensure that only one BH per galaxy is created by forcing BHs to form at
a distance 100 kpc larger that any BH already in the simulation box. BHs are allowed
to merge together when they become close enough (distance r < 4∆x, where ∆x is the
minimum cell size).
BHs can not only grow by successive mergers but also by accreting gas at the
following Bondi accretion rate
˙MBH =
4παG2M2BHρ
(c2s + u2)3/2
, (1)
and with a maximum accretion rate defined by the Eddington limit
˙MEdd =
4πGMBHmp
ǫrσTc
, (2)
where G is the gravitational constant, ρ is the gas density, cs is the sound speed, u is the
gas velocity relative to the BH, mp is the proton mass, ǫr = 0.1 is the radiative efficiency
of accretion, σT is the Thompson cross section, and c is the speed of light. α = (ρ/ρ0)2
for ρ > ρ0 (1 otherwise) is an ad hoc boost parameter that models our inability to
resolve the small scales of the interstellar medium where gas is denser and colder than
the typical values reached with simulations of a kpc resolution (Booth & Schaye 2009).
We define the ratio χ = ˙MBH/ ˙MEdd. AGN feedback is modelled with two different
forms: a radio mode with χ ≤ 0.01: a kinetic bipolar outflow (jet) where mass, momen-
tum, and energy are deposited within a small cylinder of radius ∆x and height 2∆x, and
the jet velocity is ujet = 104 km/s; a quasar mode with χ > 0.01: a thermal blast wave
where energy is released in a pure thermal form within a bubble of radius ∆x. Each of
the two modes of AGN feedback release a total amount of energy which is a fraction of
the rest-mass accreted energy
˙EAGN = ǫfǫr ˙MBHc2 , (3)
with ǫ f = 1 in the radio mode and ǫ f = 0.15 in the quasar mode.
Standard recipes for galaxy formation are also included with gas cooling, UV
background heating, low efficiency star formation, supernova (SN) feedback and metal
enrichment (see Dubois & Teyssier 2008).
3. Self-regulation of BH growth
Our AGN feedback model has several free parameters that we can tune independently
from each other, such as the seed BH mass, the jet velocity , the jet size, the efficiency
3Figure 1. MBH/Ms (left panel) and MBH/σs (right panel) relations measured at
different redshifts. Figure is taken from Dubois et al. (2011a). Dashed lines with
shaded areas correspond to observational fits at z = 0 with 3σ errors.
of AGN energy release, etc. Varying these parameters one-by-one, we found one set
of parameters that allow us to fit several observational constraints such as the BH mass
versus stellar mass MBH/Ms relation, and the BH mass versus stellar velocity dispersion
MBH/σs relation (see figure 1), as well as the BH mass density and the cosmic SFR at
z = 0 (see Dubois et al. 2011a, for more details).
The MBH/Ms (or MBH/σs) relation is a very good constraint of the AGN feedback
efficiency ǫ f required for self-regulation. Whatever the efficiency is, BHs grow suffi-
ciently enough to unbind the cold surrounding gas while releasing the same amount of
energy, and the MBH/Ms relation is shifted along MBH by a factor 1/ǫf . The MBH/Ms
relationship shows some evolution with a decreasing ratio with redshift (figure 1). We
find a slope from simulations MBH/Ms ∝ (1 + z)α, α = 0.42 ± 0.09 compatible with
observations α = 0.68 ± 0.12 (Merloni 2010) at the 3σ level.
We find a clear trend of the ratio of accretion χ decreasing with redshift. This
behaviour is explained by the presence of large reservoirs of cold gas in galaxies at
high redshift driven by cold filamentary inflows and numerous wet mergers. At lower
redshift the accretion rate decreases because of the consumption of gas through the
star formation process, the removal of gas by AGN outflows, and the shock-heating of
atmospheres around massive galaxies. The consequence is that the quasar mode is the
more common mode of AGN feedback in the young Universe, whereas the radio mode
becomes more dominant when galaxies are evolving.
4. Stopping the cooling catastrophe in galaxy clusters
In Dubois et al. (2010) we performed a simulation of a cosmological galaxy cluster with
mass M500 = 2.1014 M⊙ with only the radio mode of AGN feedback. We demonstrated
that AGN feedback is able to stop the cooling catastrophe in the cluster by removing
a lot of the cold gas in the bright central galaxy, and diminishes the amount of stars
(figure 2.(a)). We also showed that, by removing gas from the central parts of galaxy
clusters, AGN feedback has an important impact on the concentration of material. The
4Figure 2. (a): SFR vs time for the central elliptical galaxy of a simulated clus-
ter of galaxies without AGN feedback (top line), and with AGN feedback (bottom
line). (b): Entropy profiles in a galaxy cluster at z = 0 for a simulation with AGN
feedback and metal cooling (dot-dashed line), or primordial H/He gas cooling with
AGN feedback (dotted line) or without AGN feedback (dashed line). Solid lines are
observations from Sanderson et al. (2009) for cool core and non-cool core clusters.
total mass profiles are less concentrated and the adiabatic contraction of DM is less
pronounced (Teyssier et al. 2011)
AGN feedback prevents the low entropy material in the intra-cluster medium from
cooling too fast (cooling catastrophe). Thus, entropy levels in the cores of galaxy clus-
ters are lower and more realistic when AGN regulate cooling flows (figure 2.(b)). One
consequence is that we are able to obtain cool core and non-cool core entropy profiles
in the same simulation. However the presence of metals released by SNe increases
the cold gas accumulated at high redshift in galaxies, activates stronger bursts of AGN
feedback with strong pre-heating, and increases the entropy levels in cluster cores in
return (Dubois et al. 2011b).
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